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All buildings will meet BCA Green Mark Platinum standards, with two of
them slated to achieve Super Low Energy status. As PDD master planner,
WOHA Architects is also building JTC’s Business Parks there and SIT’s
Plot 1 encompassing academic blocks, a library and link bridges, while
RSP Architects Planners & Engineers designed Plot 2, which houses the
administrative building, additional academic blocks, an auditorium, food court
and multi-purpose hall.
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Optimised building orientation;
High-performance façade design;
Enhanced daylight penetration;
Naturally ventilated social spaces with high thermal comfort;
Shading;
Materials to reduce the urban heat island effect. This in turn reduces the
heat load of air-conditioned spaces;
An efficient district cooling system;
High-efficiency LED lights;
Campus-wide smart sensors to collect occupancy, daylight and
temperature data to be fed into an integrated building management
system for an optimum building environment;
A food waste management system; and
Rainwater harvesting.

Asked if a building has to give up something to pay for solar panels or high
energy-saving methods, Suen Wee Kwok, Director of RSP, replied, “There
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Alina Yeo, Director of WOHA, described the concessions involved in
incorporating energy efficiency as “the capital cost to implement certain
strategies and the potential need of training to implement new technologies”.
“High-energy saving measures are not always design-driven, and there can
be a potential trade-off between functionality, performance and design,” she
shared.
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SINGAPORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (SIT)
The future SIT campus in the Punggol Digital District (PDD) will have 10,000
square metres of rooftop solar panels campus-wide, harnessing renewable
energy to power Plot 1’s Multi-Energy Micro-Grid (MEMG), making it Southeast
Asia’s first university to have such a network, which will supplement the
campus’ power supply. This will therefore decrease overall reliance on the
main utility grid and contribute to its aim of self-sustainability in the long
run. The estimated energy generated is 1,200 MWh annually. The MEMG will
eventually integrate gas, electricity and thermal energy into a unified smart
energy network that can operate independently from the national grid in
emergencies.

are no trade-offs spatially to achieving energy-saving targets. On the other
hand, there is a higher initial investment for more efficient M&E and sanitary
systems. However, buildings last for generations of people, and the more
important consideration is the long-term value and cost savings they bring.”
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Partnership & Innovation in Canada are two applied learning educational
establishments showcasing environmental sustainability, where the buildings
themselves act as teaching tools, giving students real-world experience to
work on solving real problems and ensuring that the industry has the highlyskilled workers it needs.

Balancing technology and user experience, RSP uses smart technology such
as Passive Displacement Ventilation that relies on natural convection of heat
transfer without the need for mechanical fans to circulate the air-conditioning
to cool a large space like the multi-purpose hall, which is expected to achieve
more than 40 per cent energy savings. To ensure that students can congregate
comfortably in study areas, CFD simulations are carried out to determine the
cross ventilation. The rest of the buildings on both plots target 30 per cent
energy savings by implementing the following measures:
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The Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT) and The Joyce Centre for

Image courtesy of SIT

Set in an existing secondary forest within PDD, Plot 1 proposes a ‘Campusin-a-Park’ identity, in which academic blocks are organised as a series of
buildings centred around a 1.7-hectare forest courtyard that becomes an
accessible community park, ensuring that learning, interaction, recreation
and rejuvenation come together. Plot 2 directly faces the waterfront and
Coney Island with its coastal forests, grasslands, mangroves and woodlands,
allowing biodiversity to thrive. A much-needed green lung for Punggol—one
of Singapore’s densest towns—the park is a stepping stone for wildlife
making its way from the Punggol Waterway to Coney Island and beyond, and
an ecological corridor is designed to link Plot 1 to Plot 2.
SIT has conducted various community outreach programmes since 2017
to create a borderless campus, without gates and fences, that facilitates the
free movement of people and community interaction. As the public may roam

freely on the lower levels, other students in the Punggol New Town or anyone
seeking a conducive studying space may make use of publicly accessible
areas. The design capitalises on the site’s undulating terrain to create two
public ground levels separating vehicles from pedestrians for a car-light
campus, therefore promoting the use of public transport and bicycles. The
park is interspersed by public thoroughfares that are breezy and well shaded
by the blocks above, and the lush greenery is extended vertically through
communal planters, green walls, sky terraces and roof gardens in both plots.
As part of the district’s Collaboration Loop interconnecting SIT’s Plot 1
and JTC’s Business Parks to encourage exchange between industry partners
and students, Canopy Walk link bridges, combined with informal study and
social pods overlooking the treetops, provide mid-level, sheltered connectivity
between blocks. They are expressed by corrugated metal cladding and broad
horizontal overhangs for shade, natural ventilation and rain protection, which
recall vernacular rubber factories, thereby hinting at the site’s history as a
former rubber plantation. Suen said, “Being co-located with the industrialists
within PDD creates a platform to facilitate closer collaboration between the
industry and academia for innovation to take place. Consolidation of the
campus allows for shorter travelling times between the collaborators, reducing
the carbon footprint of their travel. Being adjacent to the Punggol New Town
also offers a shorter commute to work, study and play. SIT becomes part
of the solution to decentralise the city centre to reduce commuting, and a
greater identity can be built around new towns.”

1 The Joyce Centre communicates the principles of engineering by
transparently demonstrating them 2 Rendering of the Heritage Trail in the
Community Park in SIT’s Plot 1
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3 to 6 Renderings of Plot 1’s Campus Heart 7 to 10 Renderings of Plot 2’s Campus Court
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Although WOHA had submitted a proposal for both plots, it only won for
Plot 1 containing most of the district infrastructure and connections/interfaces.
This was because as with any major procurement exercise, SIT sought out
proposals from various parties, and having two sites for construction presented
the opportunity to appoint two different architectural firms.
Chan Wing Leong, Deputy President (Campus Development) & Chief
Investment Officer of SIT, explained, “WOHA and RSP have responded well
in their own ways to each of the plots’ needs. Combined, we will have a
fit-for-purpose campus that meets our expectations of user experience and
architectural quality. WOHA’s concept of enveloping the library and academic
blocks around an existing tropical rainforest that would be the community
park is both sensitive and refreshing. RSP’s treatment of the Campus Court
responded well to the sense of place at the waterfront. Sustainability and
energy savings are important considerations in the designs. Of course, the
bidding process took into account low-carbon measures as well to have a very
Green campus, and both firms were very good at coming out with designs to
match. The campus is our commitment to achieve full sustainability in a parklike environment, yet coexisting as a proper campus for learning alongside the
industry and community in Punggol.”
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PROJECT DATA
Project Name
Singapore Institute of Technology
Location
Punggol, Singapore
Status
Under construction
Expected Completion
December 2022
Site Area
48,632 square metres (Plot 1);
42,451 square metres (Plot 2)
Gross Floor Area
121,580 square metres (Plot 1);
131,583 square metres (Plot 2)
Building Height
Approx. 57 metres (Plot 1);
66.7 metres (Plot 2)
Client/Owner
Singapore Institute of Technology
Architecture Firms
WOHA Architects Pte Ltd (Plot 1);
RSP Architects Planners & Engineers
(Pte) Ltd (Plot 2)
Principal Architects
Wong Mun Summ (Plot 1);
Suen Wee Kwok (Plot 2)
Main Contractors
China Construction-Straits LLP
(Plot 1); Kimly Construction
Pte Ltd (Plot 2)
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers
Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner
(S.E. Asia) Pte Ltd (Plot 1);
Squire Mech Pte Ltd (Plot 2)
Civil & Structural Engineers
Web Structures Pte Ltd (Plot 1);
RSP Architects Planners & Engineers
(Pte) Ltd (Plot 2)
Images/Photos
WOHA Architects Pte Ltd
(Plot 1); RSP Architects Planners
& Engineers (Pte) Ltd (Plot 2)
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Productivity features include precast façades and structural systems for the
academic blocks and structural steel for the long span bridges. In addition to
common building materials like concrete and steel for the campus buildings,
Plot 2’s canteen will be constructed using Green Mass Engineered Timber. Yeo
noted, “Sustainability has to go beyond a checklist mentality of simply ticking
boxes to fulfil BCA’s Green Mark criteria. The city is a network of systems
(e.g., mobility, energy, food, water, waste, urban greenery, biodiversity, public
spaces, etc.), and every development presents an opportunity to plug in and
positively contribute to the larger whole and be a catalyst for change. It is not
enough to simply ‘do less harm’; we need to aspire to ‘do more good’. The
common threads of WOHA’s projects are the remediation of the environment,
the rejuvenation of cities/districts/neighbourhoods and the restoration of the
community/human spirit through design.”

THE JOYCE CENTRE FOR PARTNERSHIP &
INNOVATION
The Joyce Centre, Mohawk College’s net-zero energy and zero-carbon
building, proves that adopting extreme efficiency and renewable energy
technologies that significantly reduce annual energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions is technically and economically feasible, and
aligned with creating liveable, healthy spaces, even for large-scale edifices
of demanding typologies with high energy loads. Designed for students,
faculty, researchers and industry to verify the performance of this state-ofthe-art facility, it communicates the principles of engineering by transparently
demonstrating them. In every way, the workings of this sustainable institution
are put on display and used as an opportunity to learn and engage.

Singapore Sun Path

21st Jun
Equinox
22nd Dec

The centre is Canada’s largest net-zero energy institutional facility
and the first in the country to be awarded Zero Carbon Building – Design
and Performance certification from the Canada Green Building Council,
positioning it as a hub for carbon-neutral technologies and operations. A
joint venture by mcCallumSather and B+H Architects, the L-shaped $54
million edifice comprising lecture halls, classrooms, laboratories, a library,
student collaboration rooms and the offices of the Centre for Climate Change
Management at Mohawk contributes to the World Green Building Council’s
Advancing Net Zero initiative that aims to ensure that all buildings are netzero carbon by 2050 and all new buildings are net-zero carbon by 2030.
Anthony Cupido, Research Chair of Sustainability at Mohawk College, said,
“We attempted to differentiate ourselves from all the other applications to
the Strategic Infrastructure Fund for post-secondary institutions in Canada to
improve their infrastructure by detailing a request for a unique (at the time)
and bold net-zero energy facility. The College was providing leadership with
an innovative design that would demonstrate commitment to a low-carbon
future and aggressive Energy Use Intensity targets.”
Generating 100 per cent of the energy required to power the facility, the
total capacity of the PV system installed on The Joyce Centre itself and on
adjacent campus buildings is 550 kWp, and the net-zero (or rather, netpositive) energy goal was achieved. Energy production from April 2019 to April
2020 was measured at 653,633 kWh, and consumption at 465,135 kWh.
On-site energy generation significantly outperformed what was modelled, with
the photovoltaics producing 10 per cent more energy than anticipated. While
the target was for generation to meet consumption, generation has exceeded
consumption by 40 per cent, which will have a direct impact on reducing
the carbon payback timeline, greatly lessening the original estimation of 27
years to reach zero carbon while accounting for embodied carbon. Typically,
buildings of this type are 230 to 300 ekWh/m2, but the energy budget target

The consolidated six existing sites that make up the future SIT campus
in the Punggol Digital District (PDD) will unite education and enterprise, and
accommodate 12,000 students—nearly twice its current combined capacity.
SIT will serve as a living lab to support local research communities and
businesses in test-bedding new technologies and solutions in a controlled
environment, which will benefit the whole of Singapore, while encouraging
students to exchange ideas and collaborate with industry partners and energy
start-ups to bring ideas to the market faster. It will be a user-centric, open
innovation ecosystem that actively invites people, industry and community to
innovate and learn from the campus.

11 The Joyce Centre is Canada’s largest net-zero energy
institutional facility
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here was 75, and the final ‘as-built’ energy model showed an improvement
at 73 ekWh/m2. All extra power from the solar panels is exported to other
campus buildings.
Necessary to satisfying extreme levels of hyper-efficiency, establishing an
energy budget at the outset of the project represented a fundamental shift
in the design approach. Joanne McCallum, Executive Architect and Principal
in Charge at mcCallumSather, explained, “The energy budget became a
driver, not a consequence, of design decisions and an equal priority to the
stringent financial budget. All design decisions revolved around meeting
these targets, but without sacrificing the high quality of student experience
essential to the success of this institution.” The environmental technologies
include: a high-performance building envelope consisting of triple-glazing and
insulated pre-cast sandwich panels to maximise heating and cooling as well
as natural light; a green roof with extensive planted areas; 28 geothermal
wells; a variable refrigerant flow heat pump system; a dedicated outdoor
air ventilation system; illumination and occupancy sensor-controlled LED
lighting; high-efficiency plumbing fixtures; as well as extensive measurement
and verification protocols and infrastructure. Far surpassing the building air
tightness target of 2 lps/m2, testing revealed it to be 0.545 lps/m2, 73 per
cent better than projected.
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12 Building section 13 to 17 Instead of hiding them away, the solar panels
are prominently displayed as a central design feature to allow students to learn
about solar energy

Image from mcCallumSather
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18 Interior finishes and glazing had to be carefully
considered and regularly revisited to ensure that the extent
and product selections were appropriate
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Bhavsar remarked, “What impressed me the most about The Joyce Centre
is the thought that goes into picking the appropriate sizes of electrical and
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mechanical equipment for the design and purpose of the building. Every detail
counts since minor design changes and incorrect operational assumptions
can have a significant impact on overall performance. For example, unplanned
occupancy levels can result in lower building performance and higher capital
and operating costs. Institutional buildings have occupancy and energy
consumption patterns that vary significantly throughout the seasons and
academic calendar, and that are likely to change over the years. Although it
is a difficult task to consider all these variables during the design phase, the
work doesn’t end once a building has been built.”
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The photovoltaic array is set on cantilevered rooftop ‘wings’ supported by
unusual structural steel trees that visibly demonstrate engineering principles.
Instead of hiding away the solar panels, they are prominently displayed as
a central design feature, allowing students to learn about solar energy. Bate
disclosed, “One of the most distinct aspects of the building is its emphasis
on celebrating its sustainable design features rather than obscuring them.”
The bulk of the building’s embodied carbon is contained within its structure,
largely concrete and steel. The steel was sourced from local suppliers and
has a high recycled content, while the concrete mix incorporated higher
than normal supplementary cementing materials, specifically slag. For the
foam insulation used in the insulated pre-cast panels, roofs and some of the
detailing addressing thermal bridging, low GHG blowing agents were specified
rather than the usual hydrocarbon-based blowing agents. A major carbonreducing objective of the design is potable water use reduction via ultra-low
flush urinals, low-flow faucets and rooftop rainwater harvesting (228,000
litres) for toilet flushing and irrigation needs.
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Lisa Bate, Principal in Charge of B+H Architects, commented, “The Joyce
Centre pushes the practice of architecture to look not just at how we build a
space, but also the ways we interact with it, exploring the unseen connections
between building and user, client and designer—a space where commitment,
education, technology and the environment converge to create a living lab
for sustainable learning and innovation.” Marking a cultural shift in occupant
behaviour from open energy consumption to personal accountability, the
facility makes users aware of the energy they consume and demands a
change in habits, such as charging laptops and mobile phones at home
instead of plugging into the grid continuously. Learning is not limited to
the labs. Students have full access to all seven levels—from the basement
mechanics to the green roof and solar panels—for hands-on learning on how
to operate and monitor a zero-carbon building, and to observe, in real-time,
the temperature, humidity, ventilation rates, thermal distribution, lighting
performance and other key building metrics. Mohawk College student, Rutul
Bhavsar, shared, “My fellow students have worked on projects leveraging
the capabilities of the building, which have given them an important learning
opportunity from a data analytics and renewable energy perspective, as well
as a research and work environment to prepare them for future jobs.”

Photo courtesy of Mohawk College

Concerning the trade-offs of high energy-saving targets, Kevin Van
Hartingsveldt, Project Manager at mcCallumSather, stated, “No compromise
to the design principles was necessary, but it was critical that the design
be informed by the engineering. The massing, façade treatment and HVAC
design had to be established via data-driven design, while balancing many
competing priorities such as schedule and budget. Accordingly, there were
some design elements that we had to scale back, but the final product is
incredibly aligned to the schematic design.” For example, interior finishes and
glazing had to be carefully considered and regularly revisited to ensure that
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the extent and product selections were appropriate. The building exterior had
to be cut back, most notably the number of elevated structural decks above
the roofs, which impacted the distribution of photovoltaic panels. The original
design also included vertical sun shades integrated into the curtain wall
system. Anomalies have been observed in the seasonal performance of the
geothermal system, which had been factored in. It was expected that in the
first year, all building systems would perform atypically as the facility settles
in, learns the demand loads and adjusts to the ground temperature over the
long term.
Cupido believes that The Joyce Centre can serve as a model for sustainable
practices for other educational institutions and change industry standards,
saying, “The Joyce Centre has been visited by thousands of guests from
all over the world during the past couple of years. As such, governmental
policies and practices are being established or already in place to require
low- or zero-carbon buildings in their local municipalities. Vancouver and
Toronto are leading the way on this with changes to their local building code
requirements.” The institution has become a demonstration site for industry
partners looking to adopt zero-carbon technologies into commercial, industrial
and residential buildings. Bate concluded, “The most important aspect of
this project is to demonstrate that the technology exists today to design
and construct affordable, exceptionally high-performing net-zero carbon
enclosures to meet the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) without
sacrificing design or aesthetic. Through the right balance of innovation,
materials and systems, we can design truly sustainable environments that can
be replicated and repeated to achieve future SDG targets. Sustainability and
design are no longer mutually exclusive, and The Joyce Centre is emblematic
of this paradigm shift.”
Hamilton Canada Sun Path
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PROJECT DATA
Project Name
The Joyce Centre for Partnership &
Innovation
Location
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Completion Date
August 2018
Site Area
9,600 square metres
Gross Floor Area
8,550 square metres
Client/Owner
Mohawk College
Architecture Firms
mcCallumSather; B+H Architects
Principal Architects
Joanne McCallum; Lisa Bate
Main Contractor
EllisDon
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers
TMP; MBII
Civil & Structural Engineers
WalterFedy; Mantecon
Images/Photos
Ema Peters; Mohawk College

19 to 21 The institution has become
a demonstration site for industry
partners looking to adopt zero-carbon
technologies
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